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In this paper G is afinite group. We denote by G?, a Sylow 2subgroup of 
G. Let R be a subgroup of G. The quasi-centralizer, Qua(R), of R in G is the 
set of all g E G such that Tg = T for all subgroups T of R. 
Let F be the family of finite groups A containing a subgroup H such that 
[A: H] < 2 and A c Qua(H,). 
The purpose of this paper is to prove the following theorem. 
THEOREM 1. IfG=A.B,A,BEF,A,#l#B,,thenGisnotanon- 
abelian simple group. 
In the final step of the proof we use Glauberman’s Z*-theorem [3]. No 
other deep results are needed for the proof of the theorem. Using the odd 
order theorem we can state: 
THEOREM 2. If G=A.B, A,BEF,A,#l#B,, then either G has a 
normal subgroup of index 2 or F(G) # 1. 
The main theorem implies the following: 
COROLLARY 1. If G = A . B is non-abelian simple and A? B E F, then 
G z PSL(2, q) for some q. 
COROLLARY~. Let G=A.B, AEF, A,#l#B?, B a subgroup of G 
contains a subgroup K such that [B:K] < 2 and K = K, X O(K) and either 
A, n B, = 1 or 1 A, I> 4. Then either G contains a normal subgroup of index 
2 or F(G) # 1. 
Related results can be found in [l, 7-10, 131 and in other papers on 
factorizable groups. 
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1. NOTATION AND TERMINOLOGY 
Suppose A c T E G are finite groups such that whenever a E A, g E G, 
and ag E 7’, then a8 EA. In this situation, we say that A is strongly closed in 
T with respect to 6. If S is a 2-subgroup of G, we say that S is strongly 
closed if there exists a Sylow 2-subgroup G, of 6 such that G, contains S 
and S is strongly closed in Gz with respect o G. An involution z is isolated 
in a Sylow 2-subgroup G, of G, if (z) is strongly closed. It is well known [ 3 ] 
that if an involution is isolated in a Sylow-2 subgroup G2 of G, then ii is 
contained in Z*(G), where Z*(G) denotes the complete preimage in G of 
Z(G/O(G)). 
Let 2’ be the set of odd prime numbers. We denote by Gz# an SL.- 
subgroup of G. 
The symbols E (1) represent inclusion and c (3) proper inclusion of 
subgroups. Define G# to be G - { 1 }, 
In this paper .$ is the family of finite groups. 
ur notation is standard and can be found in [51. 
2. PRELIMINARY RESULTS 
(2.1) Ij- 6=A.B, A,BE$, I#DsA~B, and DCA, then 
(3 qEG ,D f i. IFI particular G is not simple. 
(2.2) &f G = A . B, A, B E $, iA n B / is odd and 1 f A iv cvcl'ic, hw G Z", 
has a norma! subgroup N of index 2 in 6. 
Prooj Consider the permutation representation of G on the cose:s of 8. 
Clearly there is a 2-element a of A such that a is represented as an odd 
permutation, whence the lemma follows. 
(2.4) Q- G = A I B, A, B E $I, pi! 61 and p a prime. then 34, alzd 63, z~h 
that A, . B, = GP~ 
Proqc See (13.2.5) of [lo]. 
(2.5) g G = HK, H3 K E +, H is conjugate to AT arid K is conjugate to B: 
thenG=A-Band3gEGsuchthatA=KgandB=Kp. 
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Prooj See (13.2.4) of [lo]. 
One can verify the following: 
(2.6) If H is a subgroup of G of index 2, {a,, a,} c G -H, then 
a, . a, E H. 
We use freely the well-known theorem: If G has cyclic Sz-subgroup, then 
G has a normal 2complement. 
(2.7) If A E F, then A has normal 2-complement and either Ai is cyclic or 
A, contains an abelian subgroup of index 2. 
ProoJ: Our assumption implies that A,, exists. Let H be the subgroup 
of A such that [A: H] < 2 and A s Qua(H,). We may assume that 
H, # 1, H, 4 A, O,(H,) E Z(A) and Ll,(H,) . Azt = fi,(HJ x A,,. If 
D=N,Z(A,,)#H,, then D.A,,=DxA,,. There exists hEH,-D such 
that h2 E D. By assumption, A,, E NA(D(h)) and [A,, D(h): A,,.D] = 2. 
Hence D(h) c N,,(A,,) = D, a contradiction. Therefore N,,(A,,) = H, and 
H = A,, x Hz. In particular A,, a A and A has a normal 2-complement. 
Next, assume that A, contains no abelian subgroup of index 2. Since 
Hz E Qua(H,) and H, is a non-abelian subgroup, it follows that H, is a 
Hamiltonian group and H, = Q x E, where Q is a quaternion group and E is 
an elementary abelian 2-group [ 10, Theorem 9.7.4 ]. A, centralizes any 
involution of Hz, therefore AZ/Q is abelian and 14; E Q. If Ai is non-cyclic, 
then Ai = Q, a contradiction to [6, (III 7.&b)]. 
In the next section a minimal counterexample to the theorem will be 
investigated. We will use the following, practically obvious, fact extensively: 
(2.8) If S is a finite group, K Q S, a E Aut(S) and D = K* fT K, then 
(K( < IDI - [S:K] and (KI = 1 D( . [S: K] iff S = K . K”. In particular if 
D = 1 and [S: K] = 2, then (KI = 2. 
3. PROPERTIES OF A MINIMAL COUNTEREXAMPLE TO THEOREM 1 
In the following paragraph we assume that G = A . B is finite, that A 
contains a subgroup H such that [A: H] c 2, B contains a subgroup K such 
that [B: K] z 2, A c Qua(H,), B E Qua(K,), and G is a minimal counterex- 
ample to the theorem in the sense that IA ( + (B 1 is a minimum among all A 
and B satisfying the conditions of the theorem and not its conclusion. 
(2.9) B,nH,= 1 =A,nKZ. 
If S = A, n K,, then the assumption implies that S 4 B and by (2.1) we 
obtain that S = 1. Also B, n H, = 1. 
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(2.1Oj jA,( > 2, lBzl > 2‘ 
If /I?,\= 2, then iA n B / is even by (2.2). By (2.9) A, n BYCA, - H, 
hence G = (H, ~ AZ,) . B. Clearly HI . A,,EF,e~FandBn1YZ.Az~iso5 
odd order contrary to (2.2). Therefore lBzl > 2 and similarly \A21 > 2. 
(2.11) A,nB,= 1. 
Assume that A,nB,# 1. By (2.9), A,nBTciA?-if?fn~~*-K,I, 
hence G=(HT.Az,)B. Since lH,l>2 and jH,~AIJ+lBJ<lAiiiR/ we 
get a contradiction to our choice of G. Therefore A: 17 Bz = 1. 
(2.12j If 1 #LLHH,, IfRcK,. then ivG(R)nfiHz= i= 
N,(L) n K, and /G,/ < 26. 
Denote D = N,&L)n K,. Clearly G= N,(L). B and D aB. By @,I).. 
D = 1 and similarly N,(R)PI H, = 1. Now (2.3) and (2.12) imply kat 
lG,l < 2”. 
(2.13) A,fH, and B,#K,. 
Assume that B, = Kz. By (2.12), G= (Hz x A?,) I NG(KK,j, and if 
r E N&AZ) f7 Kz is an involution, then H, n H-I; = 1. En particular /HZ / = 2. 
Clearly (N, ~ A,,) I? N,(K,) is of odd order. Therefore (2.2) implies that G k 
not simple. a contradiction. We conclude that Bz f Kz and simiiarly 
X:fM,. 
(2.14) jA,j = 23 = lB,I. 
Asstime that jA,l # 23. Then (2.10) and (2-12) imply that either IA?] = 4 
or jS2 j = 4. Without loss of generality let Ai be of order 4. By (2.12), either 
NG,(K,j = Bz or NGz(K2) = B,(T), where r~ A2 - El, is an kvolution. If 
iVG;jKzj = B,, then using (2.12) we obtain that Z(G,)#E B, -RI. 
G = iV,(H,)(K, x B2,) and (K, x B2,) nN,jH,j is of odd order. By (2.2), 
lK,l > 4. Ii N,,JB2)n H, # 1, then (2.12) impiies that K2nKt = I: whm 
1 f h E NG,(B2) n H1 is an involution, In particular, using (2.8), 2 = /K: / = 
LB?: K,], a contradiction. Assume now that N,,(BJ n Hz = 1. Therefore 
23, c NG,(Bz) = Bz(a), where a E A, - Hz is an i&oluiion. We are dea:a!ing 
with rhk case NG,(Kz) = BZ, hence K, # KY. Using (2.8) we ger 
/K,i=;!iK;nK;/>-4. Hence IK,nK;/ >I?. Now G = (HZ XAz.) 
XG(K, ,C? K; jq / H,I = 2 and N,(K, n K;) n (H, x AZ,) of odd order. By 
(2.2), G is not simple, a contradiction. Therefore N&d”;,) = B?(t), where 
P E A, - IY2 is an involution. But now G = (HZA z,) . I’?,(K,), /Hz j = 2 and 
~NG(Kz) !? H, ~ A,,1 odd, again we obtain that G is not simple. We conkxk 
that lA,i > 8. Similarly lB,I 2 8. By (2.12), (A,/ = 23 = \B7j. 
(2.15) R,(A,) 2 Ql(H,) and .Q,(BJ 3 D,(K& 
Assume that 121(HJ=f21(A2), then .V,q(K,)=Bz by (2.12). If 
t E iVGZ(BI) ,? A2 is an involution, then by our assumption t E H,. Now 
(2.12) implies that K, n X; = 1, hence (K,l = 2, a contradiction. ‘Therefore 
-ikl(AAzj I JIn,(H,) and similarly illI I QR,(K,). 
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(2.16) (a) A, and B, are elementary abelian. 
(b) CGZ(HJ = NG,(Hz) and NG2(Kz) = C,z(K,) are elementary abelian. 
Cc> Either NG2WJ or NG2(K2> is elementary abelian of order 16. 
Part (a): By (2.12), either NGz(H2) = A, or NF2(H2) =A*(T), where 
r E B, - Kz is an involution. If N,L(H,) is of order 16, then N&Y,)/H, is 
abelian of order 4. If BE A, -H, is an involution, then 
(e>H* - CT) = NcVfJ and since A, n B2 = 1 we obtain that NGz(H2)/Hz 
is elementary abelian. In particular &Nc,(H2)) c H, and 
#(NG2(Hz)) 2 NG,(NG,(Hz)). On the other hand G, = N,*(H,) . K, , hence 
NG2(@VG2(H2))) n K, f 1. But +(NGz(H2)) _C H, implies that #(NGz(H2)) = 1 
by (2.12). Therefore N,(HJ =A,(r) is elementary abelian. 
Assume now that NGZ(H,)=A,. Using (2.12) we obtain that 
A, = Z(G,) X H,. But now NGl(K2) = B, X Z(G2) and B, is elementary 
abelian. Moreover, G = (Hz x A2,)(NG(KZ)) and H2 n iVG(K2) = 1 by (2.12). 
By (2.2), Hz is elementary abelian of order 4. Hence A, is elementary 
abelian and similarly B, is the same. 
Part (b): As above either N,(H,) =A, or NGz(Hz) = A,(t), where 
rE 8, -K, is an involution, and in both cases N,JH,) is elementary 
abelian. In particular (b) holds. 
Part (c): If NGz(H2) #A?, then N,(HJ is elementary abelian of order 16. 
If NG2(H,) = A, = Z(G,) x H,, then Nc,(K2) is of order I6 and Ncz(K2) is 
elementary abelian. 
Without loss of generality assume from now on that N&H,) is elementary 
abelian of order 16. 
(2.17) NG,(A2) n K, = 1 and N&4?) = CGz(H2). 
By (2.16), N,JA,) 3 C,,(H,). If N&12)nK2 # 1, then by (2.12), there 
exists an involution t c N&4 2) n K2 such that Hz n H; = 1 and 1 Hz I= 2, a 
contradiction. 
(2.18) There exists an abelian subgroup M c G, such that 
M # CG2(HJ and M is of order 16. 
If not, then C,,(&) is the unique abelian subgroup of order 16 in Gz. 
Therefore B, = CGt(KI), Z(G,)“z B, - K2 and CG,(H2) char G,. If k E Kf, 
then A:E C,l(Hz)k= CG,(H2). By (2.17), A,+A: and lAznA,kl=4. 
Denote D=A,nAt, clearly k E N,*(D) and D n Z(CG2(H2) . jk)) # 1. 
Therefore there exists dE D such that dE C,,(k) and d 4 H,. Let K2 be the 
product of (k,) . (k,), where k,, k2 E K,. We proved that for i E { 1,2} there 
exists D, c A2 and di E Di - H, such that ki E NG,(Di), di E C,,(ki) and 
1 Di( = 4. Assume i, j E {l, 2}, i z j, then di E Z(C, (Hz) . (ii)) and 
G, = Cc.JHz) . K2. If di E D,, then (di)‘z = (di)CG~(H2)(ki)(i~) = (di)(kjx E Dj. 
Therefore Din Z(G,)n A, # 1. But Z(G2)#~BZ - K2, in contradiction to 
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(2.1 I ). Hence dj g Dj. One can verify now that @II f$ A,. Cieariy 
A? = D,(d,) = D2(dl) since d, E A, - D,. In particular C,,(H,) = 
D: (dz)(drjkl since C&l,) char Gz and d, E C&Hz). Let 2 E BI - Ki be al! 
element of Z(G,)- such that Z(G?) = (5). We achieved tha-c 
r = Gd’,(d:lj’ E C,,(W,), where 0 < i < 1, 0 <j < 1 and S E D1 I Ifj = 0, then 
r = 6di E A,, a contradiction. If i=O, then z=Bd:i. 
rki = z = akld, E Dl(d2) = A,, again a contradiction. We conc!ude that 
f = Gd,&! = rkl = 6”@ld,. But {&I, riz} c Cc2(H2) arid Cc,(Hz) is ate&an. 
Hence r = dkid, d:’ = 6d, dt’. This equation implies that- 6 = dki. Since 
4 Q C&J we obtain that 6 = d, or 6 = i. If 5== d, t&x 
d,d,d~:=r=d:“d,d:‘k’=d:2dzd:‘kl=d:2d2dl:l. Hence d =d!?@A,. a 1 
contradiction. Therefore r = dzd$l and similarly r = di dt:, Hence ! = T’ = 
(d,dfz)(dzd;‘) = d,d,df2d;I = d, d2dl;lk2d;ikz = 6, d,jd, d#lkz. Consequen:i> 
kl kz E C,jd, d,). But A,, d, E A2 -- H, implies that d, d, E H’, 1 
contradictmg (2.12). Therefore there exists an abelian sutgrocp M c Gz sash 
t.hat M # C,:(H,) and M is of order 16. 
(2.19) If Mf C,I(H2), M abeIian of order 16, &em? 
G, - (M? CG2(HJ). 
Assume [G: (M, C,,(H:))] = 2. Obviously MC,,(H,) is a group of order 
z5. Now C,?(H,) c I%%C,~(H,) c C,,(H,)K, = 6, -yields that ~Vc,~(I-f,j = 
CG2(H2)(k), where k E fl. Let 1 f m E M - Cc2(H2). We obtained rha’; 
m = ck. where cE CC2(HZ) and k E KT. Also iNn CG-JHz)/ = 2’. Hence 
MnH2+ 1. Let h # 1 be an elemem of M n Hz ) then 
h E C,,(m) n C,,(c) = C,,(ck) n CcI(c). Therefore cl;k = hck = ckh, In 
particular irk = kh. Thus (2.12) yields a contradiction. 
(2.20) CCr(W2j a Gz. 
If NG2(CG2W2)) = G2. then C&A is the unique abelian subgroup of 
order 16 in NG,(CGI(HZ)), by (2.19). Consequentiy, C,;jH,) char 
-‘JGZ(C,,(ffz)) Q GzGand C,,(H2) a G2. 
(2.21) /%(G,)I = 4. 
This foiIows from (2.18), (2.19), (2.20) and the fact that pi, r\, Z(G,) = I 
and fi, Z(G>) E C&j. 
(2,221 K$G) =Bd >, h a w ere a E A,. NGT(K2) is eiemertary abeiian 
of order 16 and N,,(KJ a Gz. 
By (2.16), N,,(K,) is elementary atelian. Since %c,n ZfGz) = 1 arc 
Kz Z(G,) c PIG-(.!?& we obtain that B2 c NF2(K2). In this case following the 
proofs of (2.16) and (2.20) we can prove that N,?(M,) is elementary abeiian 
of order 16 acd NG7(Kz) 4 G,, as desired. 
(2.23) If t E 6, is an involution. then either r E C,>(NI) or 
r E c,2jK?). 
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If r & C&H,), then t E CFz(H2) K, = G,. Therefore there exist k E Kf 
and c E C,z(H2) such that t = ck. Hence 1= tZ = ckck = k’k, kc = k and 
c E Cc,(k) = CGZ(K2). Consequently z E CG2(Kz), as desired. 
(2.24) If r E CC2(H2) - Z(G,), then there exist h E H;*, k E K2, such 
that r = hk. 
The number of involutions in CGZ(H2) - Z(G2) is 12. Hf contains three 
involutions. Hz n Z(G,) = 1. We proved that CGz(H2) u G,, hence 
hk E CG2(H2) for any h E # and k E Kf. If k, # k,, then hkl # hk2. Hence 
for any h E fl there exist four conjugates {h, hkl, hkl, hklk?}, where 
k,, k, E K, and k, # k,. If hi, h, E H2 and h, # h2, then htl# h$l by (2.12). 
These calculations show the validity of (2.24). 
(2.25) If r is a 2-central involution and r E G,, then r E Z(G?). 
Assume that 1 # t E Z(Gt) n (Gz - Z(G,)) for some g E G. Without loss 
of generality and by (2.23) let z be an element of C,,(H,). By (2.24) there 
exist h E fl and k E K2 such that t = hk. Hence hkg-’ = rg-’ E Z(Gz). Let 
SEA, PEB such that kg-‘=cr./l. tg-‘=hkg-‘=hhn4=hSEZ(G2). But 
PEBEN,(K,) and also hB=tgwl E N&K?), hence h5 E NG(KZ). Conse- 
quently h E NG(K,)O-’ = NG(K2), contradicting (2.12). Therefore r E Z(Gz) 
as desired. 
(2.26) If 1 #aEA,nZ(G2) and 1 # b E B, f’Z(G,) then ug # b 
for all g E G. 
Assume that there exist g E G such that ug = 6. Let g = a/?, where a E A 
and pEB. Then 1#an=b4-‘ESyl,(AnB). But Syl,(AnB)=l by 
(2.11). This contradiction yields that ag # b for all g E G as desired. 
(2.27) There is no counterexample to our theorem. 
By Glauberman’s Z*-theorem [3], for any involution r E G, there exists 
g E G such that rg # t and rg E G,. In particular for a E A, n Z(G,)# and 
b E B, n Z(G,)# there exist g,, g, E G such that us1 E G, - {a) and 
bg2 E G, - {b}. By (2.25) and (2.26), agl E Z(G,), bg2 E Z(Gz), agl # b and 
bg* # a Consequently agl = ab = bg2 
&lg2-“= b. By (2.26), aglgz-' 
since Z(GJ = (1, a, b, a b). Hence 
# b, a final contradiction. Therefore G is not 
simple as requested. 
As mentioned in the Introduction, our proof is elementary. We use in the 
final step of the proof, Glauberman’s Z*-theorem. No other deep results are 
needed for the above proof. 
4. PROOFS OF THEOREM 2 AND THE COROLLARIES 
In this section we use the odd order theorem freely. In particular A, B E F 
are solvable. 
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Proof of lleorem 2 
epeating the proof of Theorem 1 we conclude now the validity of 
Theorem 2 since A, B are solvable. 
1n the next proof we use additional deep resnlts and classification 
theorems. 
We prove this by the assumptions G = A .I3 is non-abeiian simple and A, 
B E F. Our main theorem implies that either A or B is of odd order, Withour 
loss of generality assume that lB1 odd. Hence I? is solvable. By (2.7), either 
G; is cyclic or G, contains an abelian subgroup of index 2. If G; is cyciic. 
then Chabot [2] classified such group. In 141, Goldschmidt determined the 
finite simple groups whose S,-subgroups contain an abelian subgroup of 
index 2. In these cases G is isomorphic to one of the following groups: A 
group of Ree type or I.,(q), q > 3; U,(q), q > 2; Sz(2’j: L,(q), q odd; A, ~ 
M,, 1 or the smallest Janko group Ja. 
It is known that SZ(2”) is a CIT-group [ 1 I] hence A = G2. But then El is 
an Sz.-subgroup of SL(2”). On.the other hand: SZ(2”) does not contain ac 
Sz.-subgroup. Therefore G is not isomorphic to §Z(2”). 
If G is of Ree type, then \G(=q3(q-l)(q+ ?)(.a’-q+ ij? q=3’“~“, 
k > i, G has one class of involutions and A 5 C,(r) = (?) x P§L(2, qj. 
where r is an involution of G 1121. Consequently. q’ -q + Ii iBi. B is 
seizable, therefore, there exists a Hall-subgroup of G of order q’ - q + 1. On 
the other hand, groups of Ree type have no Hall subgroups of order 
q’ - q + 1. Therefore G is not isomorphic to a group of Ree type. 
Let G “IL?, then G has one class of involutions and its order is 
2’ . 3 5 . 7 . 11 . 19. If T is an involution of 6, then IC,jr)i = 2’ a 3 ~ 5” 1n 
particular 7 ~ 19 . 191 \BI. I,, has no subgroup of order 7 a I:. On the other 
hand, B is a solvable subgroup of G. Hence G is not isomorphic to 4, I, 
Assume now that G s: M,, . Here G has one class of invoh&ions, 
I”q z 24 . 3’ . 5 . 11 and if t is an involution of G, then 1 C,(r)\ = 2” . 3, 8 is 
solvabte and A c C,(r). Hence G contains a subgroup of order 3 ~ 5 . 1 i or 
-‘? 3 . 5 . 11. The subgroup PSL(2, 11) of &I,; does not contain a subgroup of 
order 3 . 11. PSL(2, 11), and no other subgroup of G, is divisible by 
3 . 5 r 11. Hence G is not isomorphic to M, 1. 
If G zz A,, then G has one class of involutions, ( G j = 23 . 7’ . 5 . 7 and if ‘: 
is an involution, then A c C,(r) and 1 C,(r) j = 2’ . 3. In particular 3 . 5 ’ 7) 
II? j. Since B is solvable, G contains a subgroup of order 5 G 7. On the other 
hand A, does not contain a subgroup of order 5 . 7. Therefore G is not 
isomorphic to A, I 
Recently. Mario M. Blaum proved the following: 
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(2.28) If G z PSU(3, q) or PSL(3, q), q > 2, and G =A . B, where 
A, B are solvable subgroups of G, then G is either PSL(3,2) Y PSL(2, 7) or 
G N PSL(3,3). 
Therefore we need to check only the case that G z PSL(3,3). Now 
PSL(3, 3) has one class of involutions. Therefore there is an involution 
I E G such that A c C,(r). But / C,(t)1 = 24 . 3. Hence 3’ . 131 (Bl. But 
PSL(3,3) does not contain a maximal subgroup such that 3’ . 13 divide its 
order, a final contradiction. Therefore G or PSL(2, q) for some q. 
Proof of Corollary 2 
Case (I) A, n B, = 1. 
Deny the corollary and let G = AB, where A, n Bz = 1, be a counter- 
example. We assert 
(2.29) iA,/ > 2 and IBz( > 2. 
It follows from (2.2). 
(2.30) Ifl#L~K,andL~B,,theniV,,(L)nH,=l. 
This is obtained from (2.1). 
(2.31) N,JKJ = B,, (Z(G,)( = 2, and Z(G+ B, - K?. 
Suppose N,JK,j 3 B,. Then, by (2.30), NG,(K2)= B,(a), where 
a E A, - H, is an involution. Therefore N,,(K2),K, is of order 4; and since 
A, f7 B, = 1, we may conclude that N,(K,)/K, is -elementary abelian. This 
implies that #(NGz(K2)) c K,. If #(N,2(KJ) # 1, then G, = H,N,z(K,), 
implies that NG2(@(NG,(K2)))n H, # 1, contrary to (2.30). Assume now that 
@(NGz(K2) = I, but here NGI(K,) is abelian, in particular B E F, contradicting 
Theorem 2. 
(2.32) NGZ(B,) = B,(a), where a E A, -H, is an involution. 
Assume that N,?(B,)n H, # 1, and let h E NG2(B,)n Hz be an 
involution. Then Ki Q B: = B,, further D = K, f7 K: (1 B, and h E N,](D) 
and, therefore, D = 1 by (2.30). Now we obtain (K,J = 2. which means 
B E F, the same contradiction as in (2.31). 
(2.33) (a) (A,( > 23 and IB,( > 2’. 
(b) There is a proper subgroup D c K, such that ) Kz : DJ = 2 and 
N&V = N,,(D). 
By (2.32) we can choose an involution a E (NGz(B2) nA,) -H,, from 
(2.31) we have K,#K;. 
Denote D=K,flK’;. Clearly NGz(Bz)=NGZ(D) and (K,(‘/(Dj=jB,(= 
2 1 K, 1. On the other hand if (K, I < 4, then B, is abelian, a contradiction, and 
we show that lKzl > 23 and (b) holds. Now by (b) and (2.32), 
G? = N,!(D) HZ, and G = (H,A,,) N,(D) is a factorization of G, where 
(H,A;) n N,(D) is of odd order. Therefore (2.2) and our assumption imply 
that /H, / > 4. 
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(2.34) (a) (K? : (x)] > 2 for all x E Kz. 
(b) l&l 2 16. 
By (2.33), (2.3 1) and (2.3), there exists a subgroup 1 f M ?E Earl such that 
1 f N,,(M) n Kz. If there exists x E K, such that iKz : (xi! < 2, then 
MG2(iwjn (x;; = 1, and G, = N,L(M)(x). In particular G = NJM)((x)K~ ), 
hence (2.2) and the assumption imply a contradiction. Now Kz is not 
dihedral, and B $ F, therefore (b) is true. 
(2.35) NG,(B2) = N,JD) = D x Dh, where h E NG.(BI)) n Hz is an 
involution and (d] = 8. 
Let h E NG,(NG,(BZ))n H, be an involution and D as in (2.33). Then 
Dh u NGi(D)’ = i?G2(D), hence D n Dh = 1. 
Clearly jD I2 < /NGL(D) I= 8 1 D j; in view of (2.34) we conclude that (2.35) 
holds. 
(2.36) (a) a E N,JD)n A,, then a & C(D). 
(b) D is dihedral. 
Assume that LZ E C(D) and let h be as in (2.35), then 
a = ah E C(D)h = C(Dh) yields both that a E C(D x 0”) = C(N,?(D)) and 
that a E N,,(K,) in contradiction to (2.31). Now, there exists d,, d, E D 
such that cz=dd,di. Hence d,dt=a=ah=dfdz=d,d: and then d,=d?. 
Again d, dt = aa = dTdFh ; hence d: = d,. If d, E Z(D), then a E C(D). By 
(a) we conclude that D has a noncentral involution and this implies (b), 
(2.37) If 1 # 6 E Z(D), then Z(G,) = (6Jh). 
By (2.31) and (2.35) if z E Z(G,), then z = S,S:, where 6,, & E D. Thus 
6, St = z = .zh = Sf&, therefore 6, = 6,. Since St and z belongs to C(D) 
hence 6! E Z(D) and (2.37) holds. 
(2.38) Let 1 # b E Z(D), then Z,(G,j = (a)(@). 
Let x E Z,(G,), it follows from the definition that [x,~il] E Z(G2) for ail 
!‘EG,. In particular if b E II,, then (b-‘)“b = [x9 b] E Z(G,j c El,, this 
implies that x E NG2(B2). 
Now [D, Z2(G2)] 5 D n Z(G2) = 1 and also [D”, Z2(G2)] = 1. Therefore 
z2(G2j E C(D x Dh) n N,,(B,) = Z(N,,(B2)j = (6)(6”). Since .Z?(G?) 3 
Z(G2), we can derive (2.37). 
(2.39) There is no counterexample in case I. 
Z,(G,) char G,, thus H2 c NG2(Z2(G2)). 
If there exists an involution r E Hz, t # h (h as in 2.35), then 6” = di” and 
consequently 6 = dhs, a contradiction. Therefore we can find g E Hz such 
that g* = h. If dg = 6, then kIh = agz = dg = S, a contradiction. Hence we may 
assume that P = 6h, hence ah = Jg’ = (Sh)g = 6, a final contradiction and the 
coroliary is valid in case I. 
Case (II) lA21>4. 
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If A, n B, = 1, our statement follows from case I. By assumption Hz f 1. 
If B, n H, # 1, then by (2.1) we obtain that F(G) # 1. 
Assume now that B, n H, = I, hence (A2 n B,j” E A, - H,. 
In particular, G = (HzA2,) . B, and by the preceding case, again, our 
assertion is true. The proof is complete. 
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